Aimed at middle school and high school students, Student Resource Center has all of the award-winning resources that you’ve come to expect from Gale®, including content based on national curriculum standards in major subject areas such as history, literature, science and social studies. It also comes with the ability to quickly and easily find relevant search results across all Gale electronic products — in one seamless search — with Gale’s PowerSearch™.

Users are able to access a variety of resources that will help them conduct research, complete assignments, create presentations and more, with content and curriculum-focused tools that include:

- Read Speaker auditory articles
- More than eight million full-text articles from one thousand periodicals and newspapers
- More than 4,000 proprietary of primary documents
- Hundreds of plays and poems
- Multimedia content, which includes podcasts, video and audio clips, and thousands of flags, maps and seals and photographs
- More than 63,000 topic overviews, biographies, and pieces of literary criticism
- Content level recommendations for reference articles (Basic, Intermediate and Advanced) to help readers choose appropriate content for their abilities and teachers to assign differentiated articles on the same topic
- Research Tools and Research Guide that tie information literacy skills to use of the resource center
- More than 1,700 study guide questions to promote understanding

New to Student Resource Center are robust features specifically targeted to students and educators, including:

- A user-friendly interface that captures student interest and provides a consistent user experience across Gale K-12 databases
FREE TRIAL
Student Resource Center
is available for a free trial. Please contact your Gale Representative.
In the U.S. and Canada: 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.com
Outside the U.S. and Canada: Visit www.gale.com/world for a list of Distributors and Sales Offices.

■ A national and state curriculum standards search, correlated to the content, that allows educators to quickly identify material by grade and discipline
■ Configurable Lexile reading levels for periodicals that support reading initiatives and testing
■ Curriculum topic trees on Student Resource Center’s home page feature one-click access to the hottest, most-searched topics in each major curriculum area
■ “Keyword in context” within results list that allows users to easily determine relevance of each search result
■ Podcast feeds, starting with weekly presidential radio broadcasts, with more than 13,300 podcasts, including the weekly presidential radio address and podcasts from such premier NPR programs as Morning Edition, All Things Considered, and Talk of the Nation. Also included are podcasts from NBC Nightly News, Meet the Press and many more

TRUSTWORTHY CONTENT INCREASES DAILY
Premier reference content includes Career Information Center, Student Resource Center Health Module, American Journey Series primary sources and American Decades. New reference content is added on an ongoing basis, and new full-text periodical and newspaper articles are added every day.

More than 550 reference volumes including:
■ African American Almanac
■ Epics for Students
■ Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America: Primary Sources
■ Hispanic American Almanac
■ Junior Worldmark Encyclopedia of Foods and Recipes of the World
■ Junior Worldmark Encyclopedia of Mexican States
■ Junior Worldmark Encyclopedia of Nations
■ Shakespeare for Students

ADVANCED FEATURES AVAILABLE ON GALE POWERSEARCH MEET THE NEEDS OF TODAY’S USERS
Student Resource Center is available on the Gale PowerSearch platform, which has many advanced features including:
■ Bread crumb navigation—Allows users to see where they are in a search by displaying the sequence of pages navigated
■ Translation feature—Allows users to translate documents into Spanish, French, Japanese, German, Italian, Portuguese and simplified Chinese and Korean with more to come
■ Configurable Google© image search —Helps students easily search for additional images
■ Publication Search—Gives researchers the ability to search for a single edition, volume, or issue of a particular publication and retrieve all of its available documents
■ Subject Guide Search—Gives students the ability to browse a listing of subjects, people, products, locations and organizations that contain the words entered
■ How to Cite feature—Allows users to generate citation information using a style of their choice
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